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ABSTRACT

This paper reports design and implementation of a web based software system for storing and managing
information related to time management and productivity of employees working on a project. The system
has been designed and implemented with best principles from model view controller and agile development.
Such system has practical use for any organization in terms of ease of use, efficiency, and cost savings. The
manuscript describes design of the system as well as its database and user interface. Detailed snapshots of
the working system are provided too.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Tracking and managing productive time spent on projects by software developers and other
employees is a very important task for any organization. This work is focussed on design and
development of a timesheet management system (TMS). The proposed system is a web-based,
multi-user application that is designed to be used beyond geographical boundaries and intended to
help employees to manage their work hours by keeping track of their daily and weekly productive
hours (i.e., time spent on projects). The information is stored in a central database system.
Computerized information collection, storage, and retrieval brings accuracy to the time
management system.

TMS is a model view control based system.It generates reports for employees and helps to create,
update and delete projects and calculates salaries for the employees by tracking their daily work
hours.TMS was mainly developed to accurately track employees’ work hours, to maintain
computerized attendance system, and based on this information, to calculate salaries for the
employees. The software was testedthoroughly to understand project costs, client bills, payroll,
and work productivity. TMS helps increase productivity among employees and it increases
accountability across an organization.
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The remainder of the paper discusses project requirements, selection of design and
implementation methodologies, details of implementation, and snapshots of actual
implementation.

2. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

A successful design of the presentedsoftware system is based on well described user and system
requirement specification, selection of appropriate design and implementation methodologies,
actual implementation, testing, and deployment. The development begins with understanding the
process by presenting a requirement documentthat specifies the purpose of the proposed TMS
system and the functions that it must perform in order to meet the requirements.TMS system
needed a lightweight framework of development to accommodate possible changes in functional
and technical specifications, to accommodate easy interactions among developers, and to produce
a rapid prototype of the system. Cost saving and flexibility were the key criteria in our selection
of agile methodology. The project was broken down into smaller pieces of functionality and
frequent iterations in all aspects of its development such as planning, analysis, design,
development, testing, and integration were entertained. Also, all stakeholders of the system such
as executives, managers, customers, software developers and testers were involved in the process
and the system was allowed to be flexible enough to accommodate requests for any reasonable
changes from any stakeholders.

Figure 1. Agile versus Waterfall models
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The TMS system used agile model of implementation which is described next. Agile model of
software development differs from the traditional waterfall model as shown in Figure 1.

An agile process produces greater customer satisfaction by quickly producing an initial prototype
of system and allows customers to have a feel for the system and most importantly it allows
customers to start giving them inputs early in the development rather than in the late stages of
development. Requirements are allowed to change in an agile process and yet an agile process, if
implemented properly, is completed in a given time frame. An agile process typically needs to
have team members with high accountability and excellence in providing timely inputs for
improving the system, and incorporating changes in the system as needed. Team members should
include not only developers and other technical executives but also representatives of end users.
Such team is typically empowered to make decisions which are crucial for the success of an agile
process.

An agile process is typically light weight and changes to the system-under-development are
considered a rule rather than an exception. Requirements can evolve over a time period and an
agile process accommodates such changes. This is one of the most significant advantages of an
agile process over traditional software development processes. Agile process is iterative, it allows
projects to be developed incrementally, and it greatly reduces the risk of the end result to be
significantly different from what was envisioned at the beginning of the project. Project
deliverables and meeting customers’ expectations are given much higher weight than rigorous
documentation.

It is clear that an agile process needs more frequent interactions among stakeholders and team
members and just-in-time approaches are typically used for such purposes. Frequent releases and
deliveries of software system isdone in the agile methodology in order to seek customers’
feedback and in order to allow software development (code) changes. In an agile process, a
software development team not only implements what the end user asks for but also provides the
end user with realistic view of which features can be included in the product a given timeline and
which cannot. Such communications, feedbacks, and adjustments help the agile process to
achieve high degree of success in comparison to traditional waterfall based approach of software
development.

2.2MVC Architecture

The TMS system used the model-view-controller (MVC) design pattern and Struts framework.
Using the MVC approach, an application is divided into three functional parts named as model,
view and controller. The model part represents the business logic of the TMS software
applications as well as access to relational database. The view is the visual interface provides a
medium to web users to interact with the system. View source codes for the TMS system are
created using java server pages (JSP) technology. The controller consists of one or more servlets,
configuration files and Struts actions files.MVC pattern is shown in Figure 2.

Generally, in model2 web applications the web server (e.g. Tomcat in the case of TMS) contains
view and controller both at application run time while data storage is done in third tier named as
Model. The view part represents user interface and it is created using JSP files that generally do
not contains any business logic in order to ease the rebuild process and to reduce the complexity
of applications internal dependency.
The controller part of MVC architecture is a component on web server that process all incoming
requests from user via user interface to a single servlet instance. Due to heavy load of processing
requests this controller is also known as fat controller.
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Java beans are known as model component in an MVCarchitecture. To process the requested
business logic, the action servlet selects and invokes one or more actions to process the request at
a time. Action generally creates or modifies java beans which is stored as a request or session
object and changes the state of a web application when a user interacts with the UI and requests
something. The RequestDispatcher.forward() method of servlet API is called by the action to
generate the next requested page by the user instead directly producing the requested page.

Figure 2.MVC Design pattern overview

2.2.1 Advantages of MVC Design
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After deciding most suitable development methodologies for TMSsoftware design,the process
begins with a simple use case diagrams that represent interaction between the system and its users
without being trapped into details. Use case diagrams for TMS are presented in Figure 3

Figure 3. Use-Case diagram of interaction between employee, admin and system

2.4. REPRESENTATION OF BUSINESS FUNCTIONS FOR THE
TMS SYSTEM

Data flow diagrams are used by system analysts and software developers to represent the
functional requirements of the system and to model the process. Data flow diagram is considered
as one of the efficientmodelling techniques for eliciting and representing the processing
requirements of a system. Data flow diagram for the TMS system is shown in Figure 4 and it
captures business functions for the proposed system.It follows the rules of modern flowcharts.

Figure4.Data flow diagram of the TMS system
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The class diagram for the TMS system is shown in Figure 5. Itconsists of attributes(data) and
operations (behaviors) such that attributes are implemented as fields and class operations are
implemented as method. The entity-relationship for TMS is shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

Figure 5.Class diagram with attributes and operations (incorporating inheritance)

Figure 6.Entity relationship model for TMS
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The requirements should not describe how the data is to be processed, but rather what the data
items are, what attributes they have, what constraints apply and the relationships that hold
between the data items. Hibernate has been used in TMS as it provides ORM functions very well
as an abstraction layer between Java and MySQL database. The intent here is that Java will be
able to work internally with the objects defined as they desire, while the database is designed in a
purely relational.

In TMS system, key users of the system are employees and the system was built to track the
productive work hours of the employees. Themain tables in database are shown in Table 1, Table
2, and Table 3. The attributes of the table are self-explanatory.

Table1- Employee Details

ColumnName DataType VariableLength Null Value
Emp_Id int 10 Not null
Last_Name varchar 20 Not null
First_Name varchar 20 Yes
Emp_Designation varchar 30 Yes
Email varchar 20 Yes
Cell_Phone varchar 20 Yes
Home_Phone varchar 20 Yes
Photo_Id image 30 Yes
Street varchar 50 Yes
City tinyint 1 Yes
Zip varchar 20 Yes
State tinyint 1 Yes
Nationality varchar 30 Yes
Visa_Status varchar 50 Yes
Sex varchar 20 Yes
Birth_Date date 50 Yes
Emp_Type varchar 30 Yes
Dept_Id int 20 Yes
Emp_Memo varchar 300 Yes

Table2- Login

ColumnName DataType Length NullValue
Emp_Id varchar 30 Not null
Password varchar 30 Not null
Emp_Type tinyint 1 Not null

Table3 - Projects Details

ColumnName DataType Length NullValue
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Proj_Id Int
Proj_Name varchar
Client_Name varchar
Proj_Start_Date varchar
Proj_End_Date varchar

Hibernate was used in the TMS system to map object oriented domain model to relational
database. Hibernate framework simplifies the development of java application to interact with the
database. Hibernate is an open source, light weight, object relational mapping tool. An ORM
simplifies the data creation, data manipulation and data access. It is a programming technique to
map the objects to data stored in a database in the form of tables.

There are many advantages of using hibernate framework for accessing data from a database in a
java web application. Some key advantages of why Hibernate was used in TMS are listed here.
First, Hibernate is an Open source software and very light weight. Second its performance is very
high because cache memory is utilized internally. Usually Hibernate framework uses two types of
cache memory first level cache and second level cache. First level cache is enabled by default.
Third benefit is Hibernate uses a database-independent query language known as Hibernate
Query Language (HQL) which is an object oriented version of SQL. It generates the database
independent queries. It means there is no need to change the query when changing the database.
As a result, database specific queries are not required. Hibernate supports automated table
creation which means database tables can be created automatically so no there is need to create
tables manually. Hibernate offers a technique to fetch data from multiple tables without
complexity. Hibernate is also well known for its excellent stability and quality, it allows
persistence, and it scales well.

2.7. STRUTS IN TMS

TMS uses an MVC architecture driven design and its implementation needed a web application
framework that could use Java Servlets and facilitate adherence to the MVC architecture. For this
reason, Struts were found to be a perfect match for the TMS system.For an example, the strut
based design of the login process in MVC is shown in Figure 9 and its processing details are
shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Strut based design of login process architecture in TMS

Figure 8. Processing details

2.8. SNAPSHOTS OF WORKING TMS SYSTEM
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The TMS system used extensive testing including unit-tests to ensure proper functionality and
robustness of code. Classes that were difficult to test were refactored and deep hierarchies were
avoided in the design. The system underwent thorough testing and it was found to be fully
functional. Some of the snapshots of the system are shown in Figure 9 through Figure 20.

Figure 9. Home page of time sheet management system

Figure 10. Storing information of a new project

Admin Home page:
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Figure 11. Adding new projects

Figure 12. Storing information of a newly added project
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Figure 13. Updated display of a newly added project

Figure 14. Addition of a new employee to the system
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Figure 15. Storing information related to an employee

Again Login as Administrator to ‘Approve/Reject’ Employee Timesheet:

Figure 16. Administration login for approval or rejection
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Figure 17. Administration approval or rejection of timesheet

Figure 18. Display of updated time sheet

Figure 19. Employee’s view of an approved or rejected timesheet
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Figure 20. Password change option

2.9. RELATED WORK

The work in [1] is the seminal work on agile development and it has been widely cited and used.
The book in [2] provides an in-depth coverage of MVC architecture. The Struts framework is
described in [3] in detail. A web-based time management system was reported in [4] using a
client-server model.The works in [5] and [6] are somewhat, but very remotely, related as they use
struts and hibernate too.

3. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented design and implementation of a software system for time management by
employing the best practices from model view controller based software architecture as well as
agile methodology based implementation. The proposed idea has been successfully implemented
and tested thoroughly, and it has practical use in both industry in academia.
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